FREE AAA Virtual
Educational Programs
AAA Northeast’s experts will address your community organization,
business or school group, or service club on various topics for all ages!

CHILDREN
Bike & Pedestrian Safety
This virtual presentation for children and families stresses the importance of wearing a helmet,
staying visible, using hand signals, safe places to ride and walk, and teaches the laws and rules of the
road. This can also be adapted to focus on safety concerns regarding routes and infrastructure in specific communities.

Otto the Auto
Otto is a robotic car that speaks about car seats, booster seats and pedestrian safety, and answers children’s questions
about traffic safety.

Buster the Teaching Bus
Our robotic school bus speaks to children about staying safe in vehicles and school buses, and pedestrian safety.

Puppet Show
This virtual puppet show for children ages 4-10 discusses how to be safe as a car passenger, as a pedestrian and as a
cyclist.

Safety Library
The AAA Safety Library is a carefully curated selection of K - 3 appropriate books that cover topics including, but not
limited to, traffic safety, pedestrian safety, bike safety and personal safety.

Traffic Safety Sing Along
This program teaches children traffic safety tips through easy and engaging songs. Based on the shared songs, important safety tips will be discussed and emphasized, so that children remember how to keep themselves and others safe
when biking, crossing the street, and in their car seats!

TEENS
Dare to Prepare
A pre-permit workshop for soon-to-be drivers and their parents explaining the driver education, permit and Graduated
Driver License process and laws for your state. Customized presentations are available upon request to address the
specific needs of an organization or municipality.

The Mistakes Teen Drivers Make
A presentation for parents on how to help their teen drivers avoid common new-driver mistakes.

Shifting Gears: The Blunt Truth About Marijuana & Driving
Attitudes about the use of marijuana have shifted in recent years. Marijuana is now prescribed for medicinal purposes
and the legalization or decriminalization of recreational marijuana in many states has resulted in greater societal acceptance of the drug’s use. Learn more about the impact it has on driving.

Please visit AAA.com/Community
to contact a AAA representative to plan a presentation.
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ADULTS
Ask the AAA “Car Doctor”
John Paul, the AAA “Car Doctor” is a certified mechanic and he will answer automotive questions
or talk through the options for those who are in the market for a new car.

The AAA 12-Step Program to Better Driving
Tips to help you reduce risk & sharpen on-the-road driving skills. Everyone knows someone who needs this course!

AAA Traffic Safety Jeopardy
This fun, educational game will get you thinking about a variety of traffic safety topics. A great way to challenge new
drivers, fleet drivers in your organization or drivers in your community about changes in traffic laws!

Autonomous Vehicles - Oh, the Places You’ll Go!
Driverless cars may still be a fantasy, but today’s vehicles feature technologies that are the basis for self-driving cars
of the future.

CarFit
This virtual program illustrates ways motorists can achieve a better fit in their vehicle for optimum safety and comfort
while driving. A certified CarFit technician will demonstrate how to properly adjust mirrors, seat belts, wheel tilt, seating position and more.

Car Seats 101
Less than 50 years ago, kids sat in the front seats of Mustangs, slept unbelted in the back seats of Dusters, and cruised
on the lift-gates of station wagons. My, how child passenger safety has changed! Here’s a primer on safely transporting
children in vehicles according to state laws and best practices.

Choosing & Installing Car Seats and Vehicle Safety for Children
Whether you are a parent, grandparent or caregiver, there is a lot to know about the variety of child safety seats on the
market, which models will meet the needs of the child, and can be installed and used properly in the vehicle you drive.
This presentation covers the critical information parents, grandparents and caregivers need to know about choosing child
safety seats, when it’s time to transition and how to install car seats properly.

Distracted Driving
Driving is an activity that requires full attention. This program is designed to help all drivers understand the risks of
distractions and get tips to avoid becoming a distracted driver. Drivers will learn from ground-breaking research by
the AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety about the findings on cognitive, manual and physical distractions and how this
applies to the distractions caused by Bluetooth, infotainment and navigation systems.

Ethics in Transportation
Though we may not often consider them, there are many ethical issues in transportation. Attendees of this program
will have stimulating conversations about these issues while learning a little bit about automotive technology.

Please visit AAA.com/Community
to contact a AAA representative to plan a presentation.
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ADULTS, cont’d.
Expect the Unexpected: What to Do After a Crash
No one plans to get in a crash, but if you’re involved in one, there are steps to take as a responsible
driver. This program outlines the roles and responsibilities of drivers involved in a crash.

Getting Pulled Over
It’s never fun, but it happens. Developed with law enforcement, this program explains what to do when you are stopped
by police and why these important guidelines exist.

Handling Driving Emergencies
Knowing how to handle driving emergencies is something every driver should know. This program will advise drivers
what to do if they break down, how to stay safe on the road, and items to keep in your vehicle.

It’s Uber-Easy to Get a Lyft!
Learn how to maintain your mobility if you choose not to drive (for any reason) by learning how to download or utilize
the Uber or Lyft apps.

Key Timing
When is it time to “retire” from driving? This workshop is designed to help older drivers and caregivers determine
when the time is right, from conducting a driver evaluation to developing a mobility plan for driving cessation.

The Older & Wiser Driver
Learn safe driving strategies to compensate for vision, cognitive & physical changes that come with aging.

REAL ID
Learn all about the REAL ID-compliant license that will be required for domestic air travel starting May 3, 2023, including
whether you need one and how to obtain one in your state.

Smart Features for Mature Drivers
Looking for a new car? Check out features for safety, ergonomics & comfort to help you remain mobile and
safe on the roads.

Under the Hood
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure when it comes to basic car care maintenance.

Please visit AAA.com/Community
to contact a AAA representative to plan a presentation.

